In this paper, the dynamics of a system composed by an assembly of two-level atoms coupled to a singlemode cavity is theoretically studied considering the Tavis-Cummings Hamiltonian. Motivated by recent experimental results in non-linear phenomena on squeezed-like states, we have found that a threefold star state for the whole set of emitters can be dynamically generated from the analogue photonic state; beyond this, we numerically demonstrate, that this transfer of star-like states critically depends with the number of emitters. Quantum statistical properties of the system are obtained by computing the second-order correlation function, the linear entropy and the Wigner function for the reduced density matrices between radiation and collective matter components.
Introduction
The collective emission of light by an assembly of atoms has been addressed in early quantum optics days by Dicke [1] . This subject was then carried forward through work on the exact solution for an N-molecule-Radiation system, i.e., the so-called Tavis-Cummings (TC) model [2] . This topic was then developed by the outstanding work of Hepp and Lieb where they introduced the acclaimed Dicke-model second-order phase transition [3] -a phase transition for the N-emitters coupled with photons in thermal equilibrium that goes from normal to superradiance. The theme rapidly becomes a successful area of research [4, 5, 6] . Nowadays, multiple studies that involve the dynamical description for the Dicke and Tavis-Cummings models have been proposed. The challenges in this area have been to identify the dynamical quantum behaviour close to classical limit [7, 8] , to characterise the superradiant to subradiant phase transition by dark state cascades [9] , to study the effects of the dynamical properties related with the finite size in the Dicke model while is coupled to a thermal reservoir [10] , to determine the dynamical entanglement properties [11, 12] , and the quantum state preparation [13] . In the past, it has been explored how to describe the ground state to get the main features of the BCS-BEC phase transition [14, 15, 16, 17, 18] ; to do that, the authors used a variational approach taking into account a pure state built up by the Kronecker product of a BCS-like state and a light coherent state.
We focus in this paper on the Hamiltonian dynamics of threefold star light states which does not leads to dissipation and decoherence phenomena [19, 20] . The transfer of this kind of states onto an assembly of emitters [21, 22] is analysed. The Schrödinger equation rules the dynamical behaviour for many isolated systems in quantum optics [23, 24, 25] , quantum measurement theory [26] , quantum statistical mechanics, quantum information science [27, 28] , along with others.
The goals of most recent research are motivated by the need for a systematic theoretical approach that accounts for the quantum dynamical features and light-matter interaction properties of the Dicke superradiance [1, 29] -particularly, the single photon superradiance- [21, 22, 30] .
The paper is organised as follows: in section 2, we describe the physical system and introduce the theoretical framework which includes the main features of the characterisation tools like the Wigner function of matter onto the Bloch sphere. Then, in section 3, we analysed the dynamics of a threefold star state of light and its transfer to the matter component of the system and its dependence on the number of emitters. Finally, in section 4, we summarise and conclude.
Theoretical model
The theoretical model involves an assembly of quantum emitters (QEs) coupled to a single cavity mode through the TC Hamiltonian that was successful for describing multiple experimental realisations as it is shown schematically in Fig. 1 . The TC Hamiltonian which describes the system is composed by a cavity mode with frequency ω c , the N two-level atoms with frequencies ω a = ω c − ∆, and the light-matter coupling due to a linear dipolar interaction, can be written as
where a † (a) is the boson creation (annihilation) operator in the Fock basis, where = 1. J z , J ± are collective angular momentum operators for the set of N two-level emitters, and λ is the matter-field strength coupling [31] . 
Angular momentum states
To describe the dynamics of the matter component for the system, it is necessary to define the set of two-level operators (σ i z , σ i ± ), which can be written in terms of the matter bare basis (|g i , |e i ), as
where the exterior product |Ψ = N i |α i form the N-emitters Hilbert space, with α i = g i , e i , and the operators must be understood as σ i µ := · · · ⊗ I i−1 ⊗ σ i µ ⊗ I i+1 ⊗ · · · , and µ = z, ±. The collective angular momentum operators of the TC Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) can be written in terms of the N-emitters operators as follows
The set of angular momentum operators satisfy the commutation relations [J + , J − ] = 2J z . The eigenstates of J 2 , J z as it is well-known in the literature, the Dicke basis [1, 35, 36] , can be generated from the vacuum state (J − |−J = 0), that takes the form
bear in mind that the eigenvalues of J 2 and J z are J(J + 1) and M, respectively, with M = −J, −J + 1, . . . , J. Moreover, the non-Hermitian operator J + (J − ) raises (decreases) the eigenvalue M to M + 1 (M − 1). The raising/lowering operators satisfy the relation J ± |M = J(J + 1) − M(M ± 1) |M ± 1 .
Equations of Motion
The dynamics of the system is ruled by the Schrödinger equation i∂ t |ψ = H TC |ψ . We build the Hilbert space starting from the uncoupled eigenstates of the system defined as |M, n := |M ⊗ |n , where |n is a Fock state and |M is a state vector in the Dicke basis. We can span the global state of the system as a linear combination of the latter states as |ψ = J M=−J ∞ n=0 C Mn |M, n . Replacing this state into the Schrödinger equation, and projecting onto the global basis, it can be obtained the relatioṅ
This equation is solved by truncating the photonic basis until a maximal photon number. In particular, we are interested in the following initial condition
here, |η| 2 + |β| 2 = 1. The photonic state | = η |0 + β |3 is known in the literature like the threefold star state [37, 38, 39] . The preparation of such a state inside a cavity can be made by a photonic crystal capable of enhancing the harmonic generation produced by either a χ (2) or χ (3) nonlinearity. In the case of the former, the threefold star state results as a consequence of the coupling between an emitter embedded into the cavity with a ω 0 mode of the electromagnetic field, and two SPDC processes which produces two additional cavity modes with energies: ω 0 → ω 1 + ω 2 and ω 2 → ω 1 + ω 1 . We can build up the state operator from the state vector as ρ = |ψ ψ|. The matrix representation of the state operator (density matrix) can be obtained using the uncoupled eigenstates basis span coefficients ρ Mn,Ls = C Mn C * LS . Finally, we calculate the reduced density operators ρ ph = Tr D (ρ) and ρ D = Tr ph (ρ) for the photonic and matter components, respectively.
Hamiltonian eigenstates
The dynamics of the system when a star state of light is prepared as initial condition -along with all emitters in their ground state (|−J )-is restricted to the states |−J, 3 , |−J + 1, 2 , |−J + 2, 1 , |−J + 3, 0 . Obviously, the global ground state |−J, 0 is taken into account in the definition of the star state, but it remains dynamically uncoupled. Hamiltonian in this basis is written as
This matrix is a function of the number of emitters in the assembly through the angular momentum eigenvalue J. The limit for a large number of emitters can be achieved by making J → ∞. Therefore the Hamiltonian matrix takes the following form
As the manifold (defined as N exc = JI+J z +a † a) is conserved we can analyse the general dynamics restricted to each sub-block of the complete Hamiltonian, even for a large number of emitters. To study eigenvalues and eigenvectors by blocks is equivalent to study the general eigenvalue problem of the Hamiltonian. 
in terms of spherical harmonics Y kq (ϑ, ϕ). The Wigner quasi-probability distribution W(ϑ, ϕ) [41] is obtained by the case f k = 1 in Eq. (9) . It is well known that for all purposes the Wigner quasi-probability distribution is equivalent to the density operator; even though W(ϑ, ϕ) is not a true probability density because it can take negative values; this fact is interpreted as evidence of non-classical behaviour. Indeed, the marginals in the phase space are true probability functions. Otherwise, the photonic Wigner function W(α) at a given phase space point α is defined as the expectation value of the displaced photon number parity operator [42] W
The second-order correlation function is defined in terms of the Hanbury-Brown Twiss (HBT) [43, 44, 45] experiment, which measures using coincidence correlations and anti-correlations by two detectors from a beam of photons prepared in a certain quantum state [36, 46] . This function is defined as
the main signature of a quantum emission is a vanishing second-order correlation function g (2) (τ ) at zero delay (τ = 0). The entanglement measure for a bipartite system can be calculated in the reduced density operator ρ ph = Tr D (ρ) or ρ D = Tr ph (ρ). This means that we must average over all relevant coordinates of the remained subsystem by taking the partial trace. We can use the linear entropy S L = 1 − Tr(ρ 2 ph ), which is also a measure of the purity of the reduced system, to measure the amount of entanglement between the cavity and the emitters. The linear entropy of the reduced state is closely related to the Schmidt decomposition [47] .
Results
To characterise the system we study the quantum evolution of experimental magnitudes like the secondorder correlation function g (2) , the linear entropy S L , and the Wigner function W, in both cases for photons and matter. Figs. 2-4 show the dynamical process which transfer the photonic threefold star state into the equivalent Dicke threefold star state. In Fig. 2 we consider N = 3 emitters, and the initial condition is |ψ(t = 0) = η |M, 0 + β |M, 3 , with J = 3/2, M = −3/2, η = √ 2/3 and β = √ 7/3. Fig 2.a) shows the evolution of the second-order correlation function (solid line) and the linear entropy (dot-dashed line) for the photonic reduced density matrix (ρ ph ). The behaviour of both quantum experimental magnitudes g (2) and S L repeats periodically, so we plotted this quantities up to their period T = 6.32 ps. We can observe that the second-order correlation function in this case takes values cyclically from the quantum regimen (0 g (2) < 1) to superbunching regimen (g (2) 1), which is depicted by the red points. (2) (blue solid line) and linear entropy S L (black dot-dashed line). Red points depict the g (2) critical values. b) matrix elements for the photonic density operator ρ ph . c) photonic Wigner functions, with Re( ) in the abscissa and Im( ) in the ordinate, where is a point in the phase space. Both abscissa and ordinate axes take values from −3 to 3. d) matrix elements for the matter density operator ρ D . Here, was considered the notation |i J = |−J + i , with i = 0, 1, 2, 3, for the matter states. e) matter Wigner distribution onto the block sphere. In panels b)-e) were considered the times of the first six critical values in the function g (2) . . Furthermore, the inset shows the linear entropy S L (black dot-dashed line) up to t = 2 ps. Red points depict the g (2) critical values. b) matrix elements for the photonic density operator ρ ph . c) photonic Wigner functions, with Re( ) in the abscissa and Im( ) in the ordinate, where is a point in the phase space. Both abscissa and ordinate axes take values from −3 to 3. d) matrix elements for the matter density operator ρ D . Here, was considered the notation |i J = |−J + i , with i = 0, 1, 2, 3, for the matter states. e) matter Wigner distribution onto the block sphere. In panels b)-e) were considered the times of the first six critical values in the function g (2) . . Furthermore, the inset shows the linear entropy S L (black dot-dashed line) up to t = 2 ps. Red points depict the g (2) critical values. b) matrix elements for the photonic density operator ρ ph . c) photonic Wigner functions, with Re( ) in the abscissa and Im( ) in the ordinate, where is a point in the phase space. Both abscissa and ordinate axes take values from −3 to 3. d) matrix elements for the matter density operator ρ D . Here, was considered the notation |i J = |−J + i , with i = 0, 1, 2, 3, for the matter states. e) matter Wigner distribution onto the block sphere. In panels b)-e) were considered the times of the first six critical values in the function g (2) . emitters emitters emitters emitters emitters emitters emitters emitters Figure 5 : Second-order correlation function g (2) in logarithm scale, plotted up to t = 2 ps in order to describe the behaviour of the superbunching and the independence of the function g (2) as the number of emitters increase. Panels are ordered from bottom to top for different number of emitters as N = 3, 6, 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100.
The linear entropy shows that the system never decouples completely. This fact entails that the state transfer is not efficient enough. Indeed, we can observe in the panel d) of the figure that there is a relevant component of the state |1 J = |−J + 1 = |−1/2 which never vanishes. On the other hand, the Wigner distribution becomes extremely delocalised over the Bloch sphere, making the threefold star state blurred, as can be seen in panel e).
In Fig. 3 it is considered the case of N = 6 emitters, taking the same photonic threefold star state as initial condition (same η and β of the case N = 3), and J = 3, M = −3 for the Dicke state. In Fig.  3 .a), same as Fig 2.a) , it is plotted the evolution of the second-order correlation function (up to its period T = 18.35 ps), which presents an increasing of its maximal values that means photons are reaching a stronger superbunching regimen. Furthermore, the inset shows, comparatively, the evolution of the linear entropy (dot-dashed line) up to t = 2 ps, and it is evidenced that the light-matter coupling is reduced around t = 0.34 ps and t = 0.69 ps, which is in agreement with the better transfer of the photonic threefold star state into the matter component of the system, as is also demonstrated in the more localised Wigner function in panel e), and the probability distributions in panel d), where the component of the state |1 J = |−2 almost vanishes. Note that even though the threefold star state transfer to the matter from the photonic component is more efficient in the case N = 6, the minimal value of the linear entropy in t = 0.34 ps shows that light and matter are not completely decoupled.
With the purpose of study the system in a configuration such that guarantee the complete transfer of the threefold star state from the light to the matter component, we take into account an additional case of N = 10 emitters, considering the same photonic threefold star state (same η and β) and taking J = 5, M = −5 for the initial Dicke matter state. From Fig. 4.a) it is possible to see that the light component reaches an increasingly strong superbunching regimen in comparison with the previous cases of N = 3 and N = 6 emitters; in addition, the linear entropy becomes periodical and its minimal values, which show the complete decoupling of light and matter, match with the optimal transfer of the threefold star state between the light and matter components, as can be seen in the inset (dot-dashed line) of the figure, and also in the well localised Wigner functions in panels c) and e). This fact is reinforced by the probability distributions in panel d), where it can be noticed the threefold star state of matter completely transferred from the photonic counterpart, with only the states |0 J = |−J and |3 J = |−J + 3 contributing to the probability distribution in t = 0.33 ps.
Finally, the second-order correlation function is depicted, with time in the abscissa, comparatively in Fig 5. Each panel is plotted for a fixed number of emitters N = 3, 6, 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100. As is observed in the figure, the correlation function shape becomes independent of the number of emitters despite its value increases with N. To understand this behaviour in a deeper way we diagonalise the Hamiltonian matrix in equation (8) , which corresponds to the Hamiltonian subspace in the limit of N → ∞, yelding λ 1 = −3g √ 2J − ∆J, λ 2 = −g √ 2J − ∆J, λ 3 = g √ 2J − ∆J, λ 4 = 3g √ 2J − ∆J with eigenvectors given by the rows of the following matrix 
It is worth to notice that in this limit the eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian become independent of the angular momentum quantum number J, i.e., they do not depend on the number of emitters in the assembly. This fact allows us to conclude that all the observables become independent of the number of emitters. The expectation values O (t) evolves, from the operators in the Heisenberg pictureȮ(t) = i[H, O], ruled by the Hamiltonian eigenstates. Therefore, the shape of the mean values of the observables depends on the parameters inherited by the Hamiltonian's eigenstates.
Conclusions
The analysis of quantum dynamics of a system composed by an assembly of emitters embedded into a cavity is performed. We characterise the efficient transference of a threefold star light quantum state into the assembly. As a general conclusion, we demonstrate that it is possible to transfer the photon state efficiently into the matter only in the limit of a large number of emitters. The dressed states of photon and matter become independent of the number of two-level atoms yielding a shape invariant second-order correlation function where regimes of antibunching and superbunching appear cyclically.
